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How can physics and biology both be right?

Statistical Physical theory emphasizes averages over individuals 

    to deal with (complex) systems with many parts

    dynamics depend on average interactions of many identical components

Biology emphasizes the individual as the basis of selection

    biological change (evolution) depends on the interplay 

    between each individual and its environment



The nature of Physical theory
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The beginning of Statistical Physics
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The beginning of Statistical Physics

Magic: from 1023 individuals (particles) to 3 quantities V, N, T



The ingredients of simplicity in Physics	

• Massive Redundancy

• Only averages matter:           <E> = kT

• Maximal Disorder

• pi = N e - Ei / kT                         △S > 0  (second law of thermodynamics).

• Simplest interaction rules 

• Ei = ∑j J Si Sj
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• Massive Redundancy

• Only averages matter:           <E> = kT

• Maximal Disorder

• pi = N e - Ei / kT                         △S > 0  (second law of thermodynamics).

• Simplest interaction rules 

• Ei = ∑j J Si Sj

Universality of Physics
w r t   variations in configuration, interactions



Structure emerges! but it is simple...

Ising model of a magnet



Massive redundancy

• The ideal gas law is derived from these principles

• PV = N RT             (1 individual out of 1023 doesn’t matter)

• And it can be used to design engines and transform the world ... 

Carnot Cycle
but these engines were very inefficient ...



Redundancy, Disorder and Symmetry in Physics
	 	     have revealed 
	 	 	 	 	             what the universe is made of 
	 	 	 	 	             and how it came to be. 



bubble chamber immersed in a magnetic field



heavy nuclei collisions at RHIC



higher energy, smaller space-time scales







lower energy, larger space-time scales





Au-Si 2d crystal



self-similarity and scaling binary tree



river networks
south america



Complex Systems 

Structure
Organization
Function
Information
Knowledge
Evolution
Replication
Robustness
Growth

...obey the laws of physics!

but is there anything missing?



DNA molecules are different

rst.gsfc.nasa.gov
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DNA molecules are different DNA is information

rst.gsfc.nasa.gov

ATATAGCGTAGTTGAGAACTATCCTTGCCAAATCGAAT



It from bit

Every "it" — every particle, every field of force, even the space-time continuum itself — derives 
its function, its meaning, its very existence entirely — even if in some contexts indirectly — 
from the apparatus-elicited answers to yes-or-no questions, binary choices, bits. 

John A. Wheeler, 1990.



but where is the (lack of) information here?
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but where is the (lack of) information here?

... in thermodynamic entropy S



Entropy is heat 
unusable for work
ΔS = Q/T ≥ 0.

Clausius 1865
Entropy measures

our ignorance of the state
of individuals

Maxwell 1871

Entropy is disorder
log number of states 

individuals could occupy 
S = k ln Ω

Gibbs, Boltzmann 1878 

19th century steam engine



Knowledge is power

more knowledge   
➟ greater efficiency

= more power for equal resources 

There are (very!) material advantages 
for biological and social systems to acquire knowledge.

& the promise of nanotech



Knowledge is power

more knowledge   
➟ greater efficiency

= more power for equal resources 

There are (very!) material advantages 
for biological and social systems to acquire knowledge.

This is what Complex Systems do.
& the promise of nanotech



Information 
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Universality of information transfer

information transfer
is independent of device and of meaning

I(X;Y) = S(X)-S(X|Y)

Universality of computation
information processing
is independent of material substrate

Universal Turing Machine can compute anything



Each individual matters Lots of Information!
Hopfield network



Matter, Energy and Information
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The properties of Information

Information creation - in general - requires energy 
                                                                   Thermodynamics

Information is physical 
                                                                    Landauer’s principle

Information is independent of substrate or computer 
                                                                    Shannon, Turing

Information is not a conserved quantity; it is non-rival 
                                                                    Economics of growth

Environments select individuals with the best information 
                                                                                                                  Darwin’s principle

Complex systems are processes 

                                    for creating, embodying, using and selecting Information



What is evolution? what is cognition? what is development?
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organism, behavior, societygene, brain, culture

procures resources?



What is evolution? what is cognition? what is development?

information

environment

phenotype

measurementselection

prediction

organism, behavior, societygene, brain, culture

procures resources?

P [it+1|pt, et] = AP [pt|it, et]P [it]





Not individuals* ?



Not individuals* ? bacteria are clones, don’t learn.



Synthetic Cognition how do we create knowledge?

synthetic-cognition.lanl.gov

The (human) brain has made selection endogenous 
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synthetic-cognition.lanl.gov

The (human) brain has made selection endogenous 



Identical Twins, Roselle, New Jersey, 1967
Dianne Arbus



Individuals! Identical Twins, Roselle, New Jersey, 1967
Dianne Arbus



Simon Koelewijn



Individuals?
Simon Koelewijn



Individuals? where’s the information?
how’s it created? what does it get us?

Simon Koelewijn



The more energy the faster the bits flip. 
Earth, fire and water in the end are all made of energy, 
but the different forms they take are determined by 
information. 

To do anything requires energy. 
To specify what is done requires information.

Seth Lloyd 2006



The individual matters ! when it embodies 
and creates information!


